
Wider curriculum. Week 16 - Geography  
Rainforests 

If we were at school we would be learning about rainforests now for our geography topic. 
We won’t cover all our learning in this remote learning pack for geography but you may well 

want to explore this topic more over the summer, it’s an exciting one! There are more      
extension activities ideas at the end of the pack. 

Our learning objectives for the whole topic are as below. The ones in bold are 
the ones that we will focus on in this remote learning pack.  

* learning about different types of forests, and what makes a rainforest different to    

other forest types. 

 Finding out about temperate and tropical rainforest; what is different about them and 
where they are found. 

 locating rainforests on maps 

 Learning about the different layers of a rainforest, and animals and plants that 
live at each level 

 Learning about deforestation and the impact this has. Thinking about what we can do 
to reduce this.  

 Finding out about people who live in or near rainforests 

 Finding out about products that we get from the rainforest 

 

Useful website links for this topic and attachments included 

* Tropical rainforests—bbc bitesize clip ks3: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/
zpmnb9q/revision/1 

 What is a rainforest habitat? https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx882hv/
articles/zxdsvcw 

 National geographic: overview of rainforests: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3vijLre760w 

 Another explanation and images/videos of a rainforest: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=OS2VrgRFCzc 

 Life in the rainforest - children, deforestation and how rainforests are changing: 
https://vimeo.com/36702747 

Included in attachments for extra activities: (You might not want to print 
these all off straight away!) 

* A rainforest word search, 

 A rainforest story—rainforest calling. You may be able to read this yourself or you 
may need to ask someone else to read it to you.  

 Animal fact sheets and animal activity sheet 
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Forests and woods 

A forest is a large area of land that is dominated by trees. The difference between a 
wood and a forest is to do with the number of trees and the size of the area. A wood is 
smaller than a forest. There maybe be lots of trees but they are often spread more apart 
than in a forest, with sunlight coming through the trees. A forest is much bigger than a 
wood and there are so many trees that not much sunlight can get through to the ground in 
many     areas. 

This is Highgate woods.                              The new forest, southern England.  

There are different types of forests around the world. You could find out about these if 
you wanted to!  Different types of trees grow in different areas but these are types that 
you may hear about: Coniferous and Deciduous. 

 Coniferous trees are trees that produce seeds in cones, like pine trees and spruce 
trees (Christmas trees!) 

 Deciduous trees are trees that lose their leaves in the winter, but grow them back in 
the summer. 

 

What is a rainforest? 

Rainforests are forests that grow in places in which there is a lot of rainfall. The name 
‘rainforest’ was  created by a German biologist called Andreas Schimper in 1898, after he 
had studied forests in South America and Asia. Between 200 and 450 centimetres (79 and 
177 in) of rain falls annually in a rainforest. If you can imagine two tall men, with one  
standing on the other’s shoulders, then that’s still not quite as high as the amount of rain 
that could fall in a rainforest in one year!    

The moist and hot environment provides an ideal growing environment for trees and plants, 
which in turn provide food and shelter for a multitude of animal species. Even though    
rainforests only cover around 6 to 7 percent of the world’s landmass, they are home 
to more than half of its animal and plant species.                                   

Many people also live in and around rainforests, and rely on them for food, shelter and for 
jobs and money.   
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Types of rainforests 

Tropical rainforests are hot, as well as wet, and are found near the equator all around 
the world.                                                                                                                               
Temperate rainforests are found in cooler parts of the world, but where there is still 
high rainfall.                                                                                                                               
Tropical and temperate rainforests share certain characteristics. For example, most trees 
flare at the base. Vegetation is dense, tall and very green. Both types of rainforests are 
rich in plant and animal species, although the diversity is greater in the tropical rainforest. 

Let’s find out more about each of them… 

 

You can see a larger version of this map 
in the attachments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tropical rainforests are found close to the equator between the Tropic of Cancer and 
the Tropic of Capricorn. These are invisible lines that go all the way around the Earth. 
Temperatures and rainfall are very high all year round in these areas. The largest tropical 
rainforests are in the Amazon River Basin (South America), the Congo River Basin of west 
Africa, and parts of southeast Asia.                                                                                 
Tropical rainforests are very hot, humid and wet. They get around 2500 mm of rain a year. 
The average temperature is 28oC. There are no seasons in tropical rainforests; the weath-
er is the same all year round. Temperatures are always between 20oC and 35oC. 

Temperate rainforests are found along coasts in the temperate zone. 
The largest temperate rainforests are found on North America's Pacific Coast and stretch 
from Northern California up into Canada. Temperate rainforests have one long wet winter/
spring season, and a dry foggy summer. Approximately 140 to 167 inches of rain falls per 
year in a temperate rainforest in comparison to 400 inches of rain per year in  tropical 
rainforest.  

 

Have a look at the maps that are saved as attachments to see where these different types 
of rainforests are found in the world.  

Watch these two videos if you like to find out more about tropical and temperate          
rainforests: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?
q=tropical+and+temperate+rainforests&&view=detail&mid=C35408EA4C414130D7F0C35408EA4C414130D7F
0&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtropical%2Band%2Btemperate%2Brainforests%
26FORM%3DAWVR 

 

https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/environment/101-videos/00000169-a75c-dfeb-abe9-
ff5d62f80000 
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Activity:  

Use an atlas, or the internet to locate countries that have rainforests on the map. 
These are saved in the attachments as ‘activity 1’. See if you can find out which type of 
rainforest is found in each place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teaching: 

Now that you have found out what rainforests are, and where we can find them around the 
world we are going to find out more about what it’s like in a rainforest.  

If you can watch and listen to this video. Imagine you are walking through the rainforest. 
What can you see? Hear? How would you be feeling? What might you see? Maybe you could 
write a setting description. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDh4xolbWRY 
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Watch these videos if you can to tell you more 
about each layer. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eh5vIBKIEQM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuHuQwA-y5Y 

Activity 2:  

Create your own picture/poster/PowerPoint or model to show the different levels of the 
rainforest. See if you can do some of your own research to find out more about each level. 
You could include details about the types of plants and animals that you could find at each 
level.  

 

You could send a photo of your model/
poster or your PowerPoint, to your teacher, 
they would love to see it! 
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Extra activities 

This is such a great topic and we love finding out lots more about the rainforest at school. 
Here are some suggestions for extra things you could do over the summer linked to this 
topic if you are keen: 

 Research deforestation and the impact this is happening.  You could create a fact-
sheet, offering advice to people as to what they can do. There is a youtube link on the 
first page of this page which could be a good starting point.  

 Read the story ‘The great Kapok tree’ by  Lynne Cherry which is about deforestation. 
This is a book we usually read at school in year 3.  

 You could watch the book being read and shown on this 
you tube link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gw0arFtHeVw 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 Choose a focus rainforest—tropical or temperate. Create a mini book or information 
pages about it. Think about: including a map to show where it is in the world, the    
people that live there and what the rainforest offers them, the animals that live in 
this rainforest, how the rainforest is used by people - what do we take from it.  

 Read the story ‘Rainforest calling’ You may be able to read it by yourself or you might 
need someone to read it to you. This is saved as an attachment shown at the start of 
this pack.  

 Rainforest foods—find out about foods that come from the rainforest and about how 
they get to us in England.  

 Write a story about being in a rainforest. If you read ‘The great Kapok tree’ you could 
always write what happens next, or create your own story. Try and use exciting       
sentences and words to describe what it’s like there using your senses to help you.  

 Create your own fact file about an animal that lives in the rainforest. Use the animal 
fact files sheet to help you decide. You can use the information from these but see if 
you can then do your own research to find out more about your animal or group of    
animals.  

 Compare temperate and tropical rainforests with an example of each.  

 There is a an Art activity  all about rainforests that you might want to look at.  
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